We offer **Brass Hex nuts Brass Nuts** to DIN 934 ISO 4032 made from cold forging as well as machining. We have state of the art CNC machines which can offer a high volume of Brass hex nuts Brass hexagonal nuts from bar turning. We can also offer Brass forged nuts Cold forged nuts forged parts in metric as well as imperial sizes. Our factory in Jamnagar India is well primed and equipped to produce about 2 tons of Brass nuts every day.

Sizes: M3 M4 M5 M6 M8 M10 m12 M16 M20 1/8" 3/16" 1/4" 5/16" 3/8" 1/2" 3/4" 1"

Threads of Brass hex nuts: Metric ISO UNC UNEF UNS (Panel nuts Brass) UNF

**BRASS NUTS FOR HOSES BRASS HOSE END FITTINGS**
We machine high volumes of 3/8" 1/2" 3/4" and 1" threaded Brass hex nuts for flexible hoses. These Brass hose nuts are assembled with either a hose nipple or hose barbs in to a flexible PVC plastic rubber hose. We can also offer Nickel plating or chrome plating on these hose nuts and nuts used for hose assemblies.

Threads: BSP G ISO 228 , NPT NPS NPSM NPSF
Sizes: 1/4" 3/8" 1/2" 3/4" 1"